“With crossbase, a continuous process in connection with SAP has been created.
The SAP attributes are transferred fully automatically and supplemented with
additional attributes in PIM. This attribute maintenance takes place directly in
the departments in which the corresponding knowledge is available”
Dirk Fehrenbach, Project Manager PIM Project, Schöck Bauteile GmbH

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
Based on the crossbase standard software, an individual PIM and crossmedia solution
was implemented Schöck. The installation took place in Baden-Baden - access for
employees from different locations or for graphic designers with Apple systems is via
Citrix. The starting point is the data interface to the Sap system. All sales items with
product features and prices are imported into the PIM system via this link. The to-do
list is used to standardize the data maintenance process on the basis of the product
status; the products are then enriched with additional measurement characteristics.
More than 600 design attributes were systematically defined and parameterized, including
standard, country, concrete quality - a matrix dialog was individually programmed
to maintain the more than 600,000 design values in order to enable efficient and
compressed maintenance. Images, formulas, documents and texts with country-specific
indicators are maintained in an editorial structure in order to represent market- and
media-specific product views. This includes the country-specific technical information
(29 countries and 34 languages) for the target groups “structural engineers” and
“architects” as well as the price lists. These publications are produced automatically
via crossbase and Adobe InDesign, whereby the country variants are controlled via
the catalog range and the country-specific evaluation of the media and text elements.
The highlight is the automation of the demanding pages: The included design tables
are compressed and three-dimensional (concrete cover, strength and height). The
elements on the page are placed using displacement rules. With the preview server,
editors can create a preview, even without installing InDesign locally.

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
y PIM with extensive product features and product relationships
y Matrix dialog for compressed maintenance of design characteristics
y Extensive editorial texts
y Translation workflow
y Image database with Office access for all international company sites
y Technical information and price lists in different country versions
y Print server
y Snapshot
y API server
y Portal interface ausschreiben.de
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